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INTRODUCTION
This document will help you succeed in broadcasting an event to Twitch. The audience for this document is
high-end production broadcasters, like the television industry. The document has three main sections, for different
groups in your organization: production, encoding, and transmission. In addition, the optimizations at the end (for
Windows and BIOS) prevent many common “gotchas” that can arise when streaming.

Support
We hope this document improves your production setup for streaming, but sometimes the world of production is
not that smooth. Twitch has an entire Event Engineering team dedicated to helping you resolve broadcast issues
— the areas covered in this document and much more. Email us:
eventengineering@twitch.tv
The Event Engineering team prefers to work proactively, so don’t hesitate to reach out to us with general
questions about Twitch, encoding, or best practices. Also send any feedback on this document, so we can
improve it to better meet your needs.

WHAT IS TWITCH?
Twitch is one of the largest live-streaming platforms in the world. F
 ounded in June 2011, Twitch is the world’s
leading social video platform and community for gamers, video-game culture, and the creative arts. Every day,
close to 10 million visitors gather to watch and talk about video games with more than 2 million streamers. Twitch
serves video over the Internet to a staggering number of viewers, from a large number of broadcasters worldwide,
on our global network.
Twitch is social. Our embedded chat enables viewers to interact with broadcasters and each other. This
functionality provides an opportunity for broadcasters to better understand their viewers. Although chat can be
noisy, it is an invaluable troubleshooting tool, as it provides an overview of what users are encountering. For
example, if many of your chat users are writing “LAG” over a period of time, you probably need to do some
troubleshooting.
What makes Twitch different to produce for than other platforms? Twitch’s audience has high expectations for
quality, latency, and communication. Since most of our broadcasters are very good in these areas, the audience
expects larger broadcasters to follow the same example. This document goes through common issues in
transitioning a traditional broadcast to Twitch, while providing clear recommendations for ensuring your broadcast
is well received from a technical standpoint.
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PRODUCTION
Image Quality Optimization
Twitch is a Purely Progressive Video Platform
To stream successfull on Twitch:
●
●

Use 720p or 1080p.
Avoid interlaced video at any step in the production chain, for the game footage.

Twitch does not support interlaced video and does not intend to add such support. Our focus, gaming content, is
fast, complex, and dynamic; it rarely contains static scenes. Progressive video is optimized for this type of
content. Also, H.264, the video codec distributed by Twitch, has no real interlacing support, so interlaced video is
hard to decode on all the devices Twitch supports.
Therefore, we require that you keep your entire production chain progressive. If your broadcast switches between
interlaced and progressive, it will experience a significant loss of quality.
The Twitch audience is very different than the traditional television audience: the Twitch audience knows exactly
how the uncompressed footage of their game should look, In contrast, very few traditional TV viewers have ever
seen an uncompressed SDI feed. Many Twitch viewers not only watch games being played, they play the games
themselves. Our audience spots quality issues and is very vocal about pointing them out. In addition, the Twitch
audience associates the quality of your video with your brand, making it even more important to avoid interlaced
video.
We strongly discourage you from deinterlacing your game footage before encoding, as this often adds a small blur
to sharp motion; in gaming, this is exactly when you need the best possible visual fidelity. Instead of deinterlacing
and if 1080p5994 (1080p60) is not an option, it is much better to reduce your resolution to 720p5994 (commonly
known as 720p60) than to stream at 1080i5994 (1080i60). Many production companies make the mistake of
deinterlacing, and even the best deinterlacers still disappoint many Twitch viewers with their image quality.
If some of your video sources require 1080i and cannot be changed due to limitations on the hardware or
workflow, we recommend that you produce the game feed out of band, to ensure the game has a progressive
path through Twitch. Here is an example of such a production chain:
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Improving Your Image Signal Before Encoding
The encoder decreases bitrate by:
●
●

Distinguishing signal from noise, then
Removing redundant data and compressing it efficiently over time; this means being smart by encoding
only changes between frames.

The encoder does a very good job, as shown by the high quality of x264 video.
De-noising. The first step to optimizing game content for encoding is hardware de-noising. One way to achieve
this is to use a BlackMagic Design Teranex AV. Devices like this remove sharp edges, like grass textures, which
signal to the encoder areas of the image that are less important in the encoding process. This technique works
well and is used by several large event organizers to get their stream looking as crisp as possible.
Traditional television versus streaming. In traditional television, there is a safe area — part of the frame that is
visible on a TV set after overscanning. In contrast, streaming video has a 1:1 pixel ratio and no concept of a safe
area.
Many games have important information on the top or bottom left of the screen. To preserve this, you must verify
that your signal looks good on regular broadcast monitors. Be sure to check the image at the encoder level, as the
encoder does not crop the image like some safe-area monitors. Usually, broadcast monitors are set to remove
part of the image and view just the safe area, to emulate how a consumer sees it. The encoder sees exactly what
the viewer will see. If the image is cropped at the edges, your viewers will miss the most important information in
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the game. Since Twitch cannot apply any underscanning to the image after it is encoded, you must make sure this
signal path works.
The “confetti effect.” Because encoders cannot easily predict the movement of confetti, confetti stresses the
encoder and dramatically reduces video quality.

To avoid this, think ahead about your stage production. If confetti is an important part of your production, plan a
longer prize ceremony, so you can get good shots of the player holding the trophy, without the confetti destroying
your compressed image.

Audio Mastering
Always measure the final output in dBFS and master your audio according to these guidelines:
Peak:
Medium:
Lowest during speech:
Lowest during background music:

-3 dBFS (strict, brick-wall ceiling with compressor)
-8 dBFS
-14 dBFS
-21 dBFS

Silence:

-∞ d
 BFS

Compared to a traditional broadcast medium, the signal you send as a broadcaster reaches the consumer without
any normalization or processing on our end. It is a pure broadcaster-to-audience flow, which means the audio you
output is exactly what the audience hears on their playback devices. There is no post processing and no MCR
audio adjustments (such as +12 padding) to the original audio stream.
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The Twitch audience also consumes the material on a different set of devices, compared to traditional broadcasts:
laptop speakers, desktop headset, game consoles, mobile phones, and tablets. Mastering for these devices
differs significantly from mastering for a linear TV set. Our devices deal with dBFS all the way from encoder to
player and usually do not have any “gain” further than 0 dBFS. dBFS means we operate in a purely digital domain
end to end and the normal broadcast standards (EBU, SMPTE, ARD, VRT) do not translate well to the Web as a
stack. This limitation of computers is mostly a relic from the CD age, when the loudness wars limited the use gain
within laptop speaker drivers, creating a very low threshold for a “loud” volume.
This discussion is only about the levels of the digital signal. Depending on your audio chain and wherever else
you send audio to, you may need to create different submixes with appropriate output levels.

Keep the Audio within the Digital Realm
You can take advantage of the fact that most professional audio mixers do digital mixing and processing. You
need not deal with differences in level, phase issues, distortion, and noise that can come from doing an analog
cable run to the audio embedder/encoder.
Most digital audio mixers support sending audio via AES/EBU over standard XLR cables. AES/EBU (AES3) works
with regular XLR cables over short distances and carries stereo signal via digital audio. Most audio embedders
support AES/EBU by just setting a switch or configuring it in software.
We highly recommend you send audio over AES/EBU, for several reasons:
●

Master program levels on the audio mixer directly match what comes out. There is no Line level or Mic
level configuration; it is the same PCM audio that the mixer is processing.

●

You are protected against noise, humming, and popping. Since the cable transmits the audio digitally, the
audio comes through as clear as the audio engineer hears it. The audio engineer can be confident of his
mix and need not constantly monitor the site for problems in the analog chain after the audio mixer.

●

Sending the signal digitally eliminates most of the noise and humming that comes from differences in
ground potential. This makes the audio enjoyable over longer periods of time.

Once the audio is embedded (by using a device like BlackMagic Design Teranex Mini - Audio to SDI or AJA
3G-AM), the signal behaves like normal embedded audio over SDI transmission. There is no need to rework the
rest of the system flow to support this.

Monitor Audio Phase to Avoid Phase Cancellation
A common problem is out-of-phase audio. To prevent this, do not use analog: maintain a purely digital signal path,
as discussed above.
In most cases, however, the setup is a mixture of analog and digital. In this case, when two in-phase audio signals
are added together, the result is louder than the input. When two out-of-phase audio signals are added together,
the opposing signals cancel each other out, resulting in little or no sound; this is phase cancellation. The audio
sounds fine through the mixing console at the venue, but viewers may report that they hear the music but not the
voices of people in the broadcast. Or you may hear the audio just fine on your computer but viewers complain
about it on mobile.
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Phase cancellation due to mono summation may occur in various situations, such as when mobile phones or
tablets are used. These have only a mono speaker and must combine the left and right channels of stereo audio
down to a single channel. Some less expensive laptops perform mono summation.

Phase cancellation issues can be hard to diagnose at the mixer. From the viewpoint of the audio engineer, the
mix is fine. This means the issue is either in the pipeline after the mixer or at Twitch. Since Twitch does not do any
audio post processing, the issue is hard to debug in a live environment.

Phase cancellation usually arises at one of the two locations noted above:
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1. The cables from the audio mixer. Old XLR cables or XLR -> balanced 6.3mm (1/4 inch) phono jacks
tend to break when the internal solder wears out at the connector. This causes one of the conductors to
break, while still transmitting half of a balanced signal, causing the end signal to be out of phase.
Another possibility is that the transmitter sends unbalanced stereo over one XLR, but the receiver expects
balanced mono.
2. The embedder itself. The 6.3mm (1/4 inch) jacks develop loose connections over time. Also, there might
be a mismatch between the tolerances of the cable and of the jack. To fix this, try replacing the cables
causing the issues. If the problem persists, replace the embedder or use another embed path to the
encoder (for example, XLR directly to the encoder).
If you encounter these issues or want to catch them early, use an audio monitor that can plot an X-Y graph. To
view the data and visually identify if a signal is out of phase, there are free software tools (such as Flux Stereo
Tool v3) and hardware tools (such as BlackMagic Design SmartScope Duo 4K). Here is how a mono signal (such
as a caster microphone) looks when it is in and out of phase. You should monitor this at the end stage.

Audio Synchronization
Another common problem with broadcasting over the Internet is audio and video that are out of sync. If audio
“drifts” from the video, viewing is severely disrupted. The human brain is very good at detecting this, for example
in scenes of people speaking or, in games, when guns are fired. It is important to make sure your audio is in sync.
Twitch does not add any audio delay to the feed we serve to viewers: what we receive from the broadcaster is
what the viewer gets.
Synchronization issues can be caused by hardware and/or software in your production chain, which makes it
important to understand the entire chain and start debugging at the beginning of it. Be sure to measure the end
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result that comes out on the actual stream, as the encoder might add delay or cause audio drift which cannot be
detected on the SDI signal.

How to Measure Audio Delay
There are two good ways to determine the delay in your audio:
●

Use a Twitch synchronization test Clip (see below), which plays back a sound and shows you when this
sound is supposed to happen on a timeline. This is the best way to achieve perfect audio/video sync.

●

With a person in front of the camera, make an audible clap (using a clapperboard or hands), while
production staff watch the stream to see how closely the audio and video are synced. This approach is
easy to do, but it is hard to achieve perfect sync this way.

Twitch Synchronization Test Clip

To measure delay, Twitch provides a test Clip:
Web version:
H.264 MP4 version:
Apple ProRes 422 version:

http://link.twitch.tv/synctest-web
http://link.twitch.tv/synctest-h264
http://link.twitch.tv/synctest-prores

The Clip has some features that help you determine how “in-sync” your production chain is:
●

An audio blip is played each second. It should play at the same time as the visual markers fire. To easily
determine if the delay is within “one cycle,” the audio varies in pitch over 4 seconds, with the first marker
higher in pitch than subsequent markers.
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●

Each of the vertical white tick marks represents one frame; there are 60 of these per second. When the
Clip is played, the solid white marker moves across the tick marks, so you can see how close it comes to
0 when the audio blip is played. Use this to adjust your audio delay, to match the audio marker to the
video markers.

●

There are two visual markers that help you determine sync on smaller monitors or from a distance,
together with a cycle counter.

To effectively use this Clip, play it back through the entire production chain. This is because devices in the
production chain add delay. By playing the Clip through a computer/VTR that goes through the actual production
chain, you can determine the full system delay.

The Delay Chain

This figure is a common production chain. Delay can be introduced at any or all points in the chain where
processing is done.
Production
Chain Area

Notes
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Broadcast
cameras

Typically add 1-3 frames of delay depending on the model and whether the camera is
genlocked to the broadcast chain. This may differ across camera manufacturers, but usually it
close enough so the same adjustment fits them all.

Video mixers

Can add 1-10 frames of delay, depending on the model and amount of processing. Genlocking
the cameras eliminates 1 frame of delay, as the mixer can bypass the framestore, but the
actual delay depends on what effects are used and how the M/E layers are set up. Measure
the model being used, to determine the delay added by different parts.

Audio mixers

Analog audio mixers add no delay if only the analog functions are used. However recent
“analog” mixers add digital effect stages for multiband compression; if used, this can add a
small delay.
Like video mixers, digital audio mixers add delay, depending on the brand/model of mixer.
Stacking digital mixers with Waves offboard processing adds more delay than a simple digital
mixer, so consider this when measuring end-to-end delay. The digital board usually adds less
delay than the cameras and video mixer, so the audio might need to be delayed to match the
video. Most digital mixers allow you to add delay to the audio within the mixer, to match the
video.

Video
processing
devices

Add a delay to video. Some models pass through the audio without respecting the sync; others
delay the audio.

Encoder
capture cards

Can have many audio issues. To minimize the problems caused by the capture card, make
sure:
●
●
●

The USB capture card is getting enough power over the USB bus.
There are enough PCI-E lanes on the system bus for the PCI-E capture card and that
the card can address all of them.
The SDI cable remains connected to the capture card. A sudden disconnect or
reconnection of the cable can cause audio drift/desync.

Restarting the encoder at the beginning of the broadcast session lets the capture card get a
fresh clock and usually mitigates most of the issues that can occur.
Capture card
drivers

Card drivers come into play when the capture card transfers frames to the host computer.
There are two approaches capture cards may take to transfer frames:
●

Some cards pose as a USB video-device class card. This allows operating systems to
grab the frames without needing a driver, as the implementation conforms to the
general standard. These are referred to as “class compliant” capture cards.

●

Other cards need a third-party driver. An example is the BlackMagic Decklink series,
which requires proprietary driver software to deliver video to the host computer.

When the frame has been transferred to the host computer, there are different ways to transfer
the frame to the encoding software. Different operating systems expose a frame in different
ways; for example, on Windows, there is:
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●
●
●
●

DirectShow Video Capture
Windows Driver Model Video Capture Filter (WDM Video Capture)
Third-party cards like Blackmagic
Driver-specific capture implementations, using the third party SDK

All of these take different paths throughout the host system. Some implementations are prone
to buffering audio when the CPU stalls, causing drift to propagate. At other times, for various
reasons, the driver presents frames out of sync to the subsystems. Also, different compositions
of parts and software versions may impact stability. This is a complex area, and it is hard to
provide a specific recommendation, beyond saying that it is very important to do longevity
testing: test any proposed solution for a long time (10-12 hours), with scenarios that are as
realistic as possible.
Encoding
software

If you are not using a tested appliance, the encoding software can cause issues if it is not
properly set up. Here are some recommendations:
●
●

●

Make sure the host computer CPU is not spiking, as that may cause the audio
subsystem to buffer audio.
OBS and xSplit have different input methods for audio, so ensure that the one you are
using works over time and does not desync. As mentioned above, do a long system
test with gaming footage running with audio, and ensure it stays synced after 10-12
hours.
Restart the encoding software before starting your show, as that resets most of the
capture subsystems, which in turn usually resets any small drift to 0.

Adjusting Audio Sync in Real Time
Because it is hard to adjust audio in real time, delay using a device pre-encoder and adjust audio during a
commercial break or pause. This avoids the unpleasant audio artifacts that occur when adding delay with most
mixers.
Most digital mixers can add delay, but if the delay is not noticeable in the original mix, any sync problem probably
arises after the audio mixer, somewhere in the encoder.
If you are using OBS, there is a built-in delay in the software, to compensate for video delay added by the
underlying video-delivery subsystems.

To avoid overshooting, adjust in small steps of 50ms. If your stream has added “Stream Delay” via the
Dashboard, to avoid any cheating or “stream sniping” as in a Hearthstone game, wait for the delay to pass to see
the results of the adjustment.
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ENCODING
Supported Encoders
We have tested several encoders and confirmed that they work with the Twitch platform. We successfully ingest
and support RTMP data from these encoders every day. We also tested these for stability and performance when
streaming to Twitch ingest servers.
Encoder

Recommended Version

Supported Platform

Notes

OBS Studio

Latest

OSX, Windows, Linux

XSplit Broadcaster

2.9

Windows 7, 8, 10

Elemental Live

2.9

Rack appliance

CPU mode is preferred.

Intinor Direkt Link Rack+

Latest

Rack appliance

Ask for Twitch Level 6

vMix

18

Windows 7, 8, 10

FFmpeg mode only.

Use the exact versions in the table. There have been bugs in other versions, some of which cause streaming
instability.
Most streaming issues manifest after longer periods of time, such as audio drift after 4 hours of broadcasting.
Again, longevity testing is key, to make sure your software works with your hardware.

Encoder Hardware Recommendations
We only recommend software-based encoding. When set correctly, the x264 software project produces the best
quality per bit, which is highly beneficial for complex gaming content.
To support this, you need powerful hardware. To do 1080p60 encoding, we recommend:
CPU: 8 cores at >2.8 GHz, such as:
● Intel i7: 5960X, 6950X, 6900K
● Intel Xeon: E5-2667 v4, E5-2687W v4
Capture Cards:
● BlackMagic Design Decklink 4K Pro
● BlackMagic Design Decklink Quad 2
● BlackMagic Design Decklink Duo 2
● Magewell Pro Capture 4K AIO Plus
● Magewell Pro Capture HDMI
For OBS and XSplit encoding, we recommend using an encoder PC with the processors above. OBS and XSplit
are optimized for multi-core CPUs, and with the recommended processors, they stream stably and successfully to
Twitch.
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For 1080p60 streaming, we recommend:
●
●
●

A processor with 8 cores
OBS Broadcaster for speed and stability
x264 on the medium or slow preset. Pushing x264 to these preset levels is important to make sure the
“Source” quality looks clean for viewers who use it (which is most viewers).

There are many hardware encoders, from NVIDIA’s NVENC and Intel Quick Sync to custom silicon chips like
Ambarella that promise great image quality for a low price compared to density. We recommend x264 because
we are confident it delivers better image quality than any of the hardware encoders.
When it comes to using a laptop to perform encoding, keep in mind that CPUs in laptops have a very aggressive
thermal throttling profile. This means the CPU decreases clock speed as the laptop heats up, which tends to
happen while encoding. Be sure to test the laptop under realistic conditions for a long time. Note the ambient
temperature: if you are testing the laptop in a cold warehouse, it will throttle much less than if you are running
outside in the sun.

Use CBR (Constant BitRate), not VBR (Variable BitRate)
Twitch only supports CBR (Constant Bitrate) as the rate-control method for encoders, because it produces more
predictable, stable results for most client devices. With a consistent bitrate, it is easy for users to select a quality
level that their connection can handle over time.
●

CBR files do not vary the amount of output data per time period. VBR files vary the amount of output
data per time period. VBR encoding adjusts the data rate up and down, subject to the upper limit you set.

●

Twitch does not re-encode your video after receiving it; whatever is sent to the servers is sent back
out to your viewers. If you are a Partner, a “transcode” is performed on the live stream. Transcoding
creates additional resolution options, which always are encoded with CBR settings; however, the live
stream remains untouched from the original broadcast.

●

VBR has issues during lulls in the action. Lulls occur during paused games, hero-selection screens,
even famous talking heads. During these video sections, VBR produces a much lower bitrate. When the
bitrate spikes back up during the action (team fights, stingers, particle-heavy game effects, etc), most
end-user connections have trouble.

●

VBR causes issues when sending data over many ISPs. The route to Twitch that your ISP takes may
not be stable enough to handle sudden bandwidth increases, leading to broadcast instability: when you
try to stream at a bitrate too high for your network/ISP, causing frames to be dropped before entering the
Twitch network. This leads to lag for everyone, including viewers watching at lower resolutions. With VBR,
the needed bitrate for the video may hit these limits, causing instability.

●

In short, use CBR. VBR performs poorly for video over the Internet.

Bitrate Swings due to Static Content versus Moving Motion
A broadcast that starts with a static (waiting) slate might look like the following graph. At the start, since there is
very little or no motion, the encoder uses very few bits between frames, ending up with a low average bitrate.
Since there is little motion, the static page is the size of just the key frames and audio. When the real broadcast
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starts, the bitrate jumps to the maximum bitrate allowed, to encode the high-motion scenes of the camera shots or
game.

With VBR, changes from static streaming to motion can cause problems. For example, if the viewer joins the
broadcast during a static time (the start of the broadcast or a break), you might select a high bitrate, which the
viewer’s connection probably can handle fine. At this point, source quality may be only 300 kb/s. Once the real
broadcast starts, the bitrate jumps; now the client needs to handle a much higher bitrate (say, 5.5 mb/s). Clients
that cannot handle that high bitrate will have problems, which will cause buffering and a bad viewer experience. A
similar problem arises with games that have low visual complexity at the beginning but more visual complexity
later in the game. Big bitrate swings cause some viewers to buffer during important moments in the game. Some
VBR implementations may spike up to 20mb/s during visually complex scenes, to sustain the visual fidelity of the
image; few viewers can sustain this.
In contrast, CBR looks like this:
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Here, the viewer gets close to peak bitrate at the start. The quality the viewer sees at the start is representative of
the entire broadcast, reducing the likelihood the viewer will experience buffer events during the broadcast. It also
helps you, the broadcaster, ensure that the uplink bandwidth holds up to the peak bitrate of your broadcast from
start to finish, avoiding unpleasant surprises.

CBR Algorithms
What Twitch considers CBR is what some encoders call “strict CBR.”
OBS and xSplit have good rate-control implementations for CBR. If you use a different encoder, verify that it has a
good CBR algorithm, by monitoring the bitrate with the Twitch Inspector tool. (See Monitoring your Stream Using
Twitch Inspector.) Start your stream, stream a still image for a minute, then switch to motion-heavy footage for a
minute. The result in Inspector will show you how well the encoder handles “padding” the static period in
comparison to the motion period. This, in turn, tells you how good the CBR algorithm is. If it is anything like the
first graph above, we recommend you not use that encoder.

Sample Encoder Configurations for Testing
To identify potential problems before the show, test in advance. Set up test channels 2-5 days before the event.
Use these configuration settings:

Video
Resolution
Frame rate
Frame order

720p60

1080p60

1280x720P
50.00/59.94/60.00p
(depends on production)
Progressive

1920x1080P
50.00/59.94/60.00p
(depends on production)
Progressive
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Bitrate
Chroma
subsample
H.264 level
GOP size
Scene change
B-Frames
CABAC
X264 preset

4.5 mb/s CBR (depends on frame rate)
YUV420P
Main
Every 2 seconds (strict)
Off
Preferred
Preferred
Medium/Slow

6 mb/s strict CBR
YUV420P
Main
Every 2 seconds (strict)
Off
Preferred
Preferred
Medium/Slow

Audio
Codec
Bitrate
Sample rate
Channels
Audio setup
Channel order

AAC
160 kb/s
44100 Hz
2
Stereo
1 (Left), 2 (Right)

AAC
160 kb/s
44100 Hz
2
Stereo
1 (Left), 2 (Right)

RTMP Configuration
Standard
Payloads

Wowza RTMP, no authentication
Video, Audio

Wowza RTMP, no authentication
Video, Audio

TRANSMISSION
Broadcasting RTMP over the Internet
Regular Ingestion to Twitch
Here is how typical productions encode and transmit to Twitch:
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The major failure points are:
●

The encoder — This can be mitigated by having a backup encoder, set up and ready to be started within
seconds of the first one failing.

●

Your local network — To avoid these problems, make sure your local network has a separate VLAN
only for your encoders, preferably one that lives on a different public IP address from the rest of your
network, to avoid DDoS. Having two completely different IP addresses decreases the chance of these
kinds of issues affecting your broadcast.

●

The Internet connection between your event and Twitch — This is by far the hardest part to solve.
Increasingly, DDoS is a problem for events worldwide. We have built and configured custom streaming
solutions for some partners, who want extra insurance and protection from using the public Internet as
transit.

Networking Recommendations
●

Do not trust a single Internet line for streaming of your event. The Internet was designed for resiliency and
failover to route around problems, not for 100% reliability. Having multiple redundant lines is the best way
to achieve 100% uptime when streaming.

●

Test in advance: do long runs of streaming with each of your encoders. Each test should be a full 24
hours, to make sure the connection holds up over peak hours. A common mistake is testing encoders
overnight, after the production has finished rigging and when relatively few people in the network are
using the Internet.

●

Provision QoS on the network, isolated by VLANs, setting the RTMP protocol on TCP port 1935 to have
high priority and dedicated bandwidth.

●

If your venue has multiple ISP connections in the building, run the streaming data on a different line than
the other people in the venue.

●

If your venue has multiple ISP connections, set yourself up to switch to a different line, if there is
congestion at one ISP that interferes with data getting through to Twitch reliably. Even if you have a 1000
Mb/s connection to your venue, this does not mean you have a 1000 Mb/s to any point in the world. Your
ISP still has limited throughput to Twitch and other parts of the Internet, so congestion sometimes
manifests itself on those transit links rather than on the connection from your venue.

Selecting the Optimal Ingest Location
To start, figure out which ingest proxies are geographically closest to the encoder. Even if the ingest proxy is
closeby, your ISP may have a very inefficient route to it.
The easiest way to locate your closest ingest proxy is to use this API endpoint:
ingest.twitch.tv/api/v1/ingests
The API returns a list of Twitch PoPs (Points of Presence), sorted by distance from your origin PoP, closest first.
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Do check this manually (to verify the optimal route), use the free MTR tool, to see how many hops it takes you to
get to a specific ingest proxy. For example, this is MTR output for the route from a consumer Internet connection
in Sweden to the Twitch ingest proxy in Stockholm, Sweden:

 ost
H
1. 10.0.1.1
2. c202-200-141-55.bredband.comhem.se
3. orb-bbr-2-be20-10.net.comhem.se
4. orb-bbr-2-be1.net.comhem.se
5. 213.200.162.36


 Loss%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

Packets
Snt
Last
18
0.3
18
8.3
18
8.6
18
6.7
18
7.1

 vg
A
0.2
7.0
8.0
7.6
8.1

Pings
 est Wrst
B
0.2
0.4
5.7 10.0
6.9
9.9
6.7
8.7
6.5 13.6

StDev
0.0
0.8
0.5
0.2
1.6

This output shows very few hops, each with a good ping time and low packet loss. Compare this to the route from
Sweden to an ingest proxy further away, in Lima, Peru (LIM):
Packets
 ost
H
Loss%
Snt
1. 192.168.1.1
0.0%
12
2. gw16-no98.tbcn.telia.com
0.0%
11
3. fre-peer4-link.se.telia.net
0.0%
11
4. s-b5-link.telia.net
0.0%
11
5. s-bb4-link.telia.net
0.0%
11
6. kbn-bb4-link.telia.net
0.0%
11
7. nyk-bb4-link.telia.net
0.0%
11
8. ash-bb4-link.telia.net
0.0%
11
9. mai-b1-link.telia.net
0.0%
11
10. internexachile-ic-319053-mai-b1. 45.5%
11
11. cr-01.0v-00-03.anx16.lim.pe.anex 0.0%
11
12. 188.172.252.19
0.0%
11

Pings
 ast
L
Avg Best Wrst
0.5
0.6
0.5
0.7
7.2
7.4
6.9
8.6
7.0
7.2
6.8
7.7
7.4
7.5
7.2
8.0
7.8
7.4
7.1
7.8
14.5 14.6 14.3 15.0
106.3 106.1 105.6 106.5
112.9 113.1 112.9 113.4
138.7 138.4 138.1 139.5
139.0 138.8 138.4 139.1
225.6 225.6 225.2 226.1
224.1 224.3 224.1 224.6

StDev
0.0
0.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

The number of hops is much higher, which introduces many more points where congestion can occur. Clearly it
better to use the ARN ingest proxy.
The optimal ingest proxy changes depending on which ISP you use and the time of day, so do this analysis:
●
●

Every time you enter a new location or use a new ISP.
Repeatedly throughout the day, as network traffic changes.

Ingest Proxies
Twitch has ingest proxies worldwide, each with a guaranteed connection to our core network. The closer you are
to one of these ingest proxies, the higher the chance your event will go smoothly. Below is a list of the ingest
proxies we have available as of 7th of February, 2017.
Ingest proxies marked PRIV (private) are for high level broadcasters. Private ingest servers are available at most
Twitch PoPs.
Ingest Proxy

Location

RTMP URL
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AMS-PRIV

Amsterdam, Netherlands

Europe

rtmp://live-ams-priv.twitch.tv/app

ARN-PRIV

Stockholm, Sweden

Europe

rtmp://live-arn-priv.twitch.tv/app

ATL-PRIV

Atlanta, GA

USA

rtmp://live-atl-priv.twitch.tv/app

CDG-PRIV

Paris, France

Europe

rtmp://live-cdg-priv.twitch.tv/app

DEN-PRIV

Denver, CO

USA

rtmp://live-den-priv.twitch.tv/app

DFW-PRIV

Dallas, TX

USA

rtmp://live-dfw-priv.twitch.tv/app

EZE

Buenos Aires, Argentina

South America

rtmp://live-eze.twitch.tv/app

FRA-PRIV

Frankfurt, Germany

Europe

rtmp://live-fra-priv.twitch.tv/app

GIG

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

South America

rtmp://live-gig.twitch.tv/app

GRU

Sao Paulo, Brazil

South America

rtmp://live-gru.twitch.tv/app

HKG-PRIV

Hong Kong

Asia

rtmp://live-hkg-priv.twitch.tv/app

HOU

Houston, TX

USA

rtmp://live-hou.twitch.tv/app

IAD-PRIV

Ashburn, VA

USA

rtmp://live-iad-priv.twitch.tv/app

JFK-PRIV

New York, NY

USA

rtmp://live-jfk-priv.twitch.tv/app

LAX-PRIV

Los Angeles, CA

USA

rtmp://live-lax-priv.twitch.tv/app

LHR-PRIV

London, United Kingdom

Europe

rtmp://live-lhr-priv.twitch.tv/app

LIM

Lima, Peru

South America

rtmp://live-lim.twitch.tv/app

LIS

Lisbon, Portugal

Europe

rtmp://live-lis.twitch.tv/app

MAD-PRIV

Madrid, Spain

Europe

rtmp://live-mad-priv.twitch.tv/app

MDE

Medellin, Colombia

South America

rtmp://live-mde.twitch.tv/app

MIA-PRIV

Miami, FL

USA

rtmp://live-mia-priv.twitch.tv/app

MIL

Milan, Italy

Europe

rtmp://live-mil.twitch.tv/app

ORD-PRIV

Chicago, IL

USA

rtmp://live-ord-priv.twitch.tv/app

PHX-PRIV

Phoenix, AZ

USA

rtmp://live-phx-priv.twitch.tv/app

PRG-PRIV

Prague, Czech Republic

Europe

rtmp://live-prg-priv.twitch.tv/app

QRO

Queretaro, Mexico

North America

rtmp://live-qro.twitch.tv/app

RIO-PRIV

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

South America

rtmp://live-rio-priv.twitch.tv/app
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SAO-PRIV

Sao Paulo, Brazil

South America

rtmp://live-sao-priv.twitch.tv/app

SCL

Santiago, Chile

South America

rtmp://live-scl.twitch.tv/app

SEA-PRIV

Seattle, WA

USA

rtmp://live-sea-priv.twitch.tv/app

SEL-PRIV

Seoul, South Korea

Asia

rtmp://live-sel-priv.twitch.tv/app

SFO

San Francisco, CA

USA

rtmp://live.twitch.tv/app

SIN-PRIV

Singapore

Asia

rtmp://live-sin-priv.twitch.tv/app

SJC-PRIV

San Jose, CA

USA

rtmp://live-sjc-priv.twitch.tv/app

SYD-PRIV

Sydney

Australia

rtmp://live-syd-priv.twitch.tv/app

TPE-PRIV

Taipei, Taiwan


Asia

rtmp://live-tpe-priv.twitch.tv/app

TYO-PRIV

Tokyo, Japan

Asia

rtmp://live-tyo-priv.twitch.tv/app

VIE-PRIV

Vienna, Austria

Europe

rtmp://live-vie-priv.twitch.tv/app

WAW-PRIV

Warsaw, Poland

Europe

rtmp://live-waw-priv.twitch.tv/app

YTO-PRIV

Toronto, Canada

North America

rtmp://live-yto-priv.twitch.tv/app

Monitoring your Stream Using Twitch Inspector
The Twitch Inspector tool enables you to monitor the data we receive from you. To use it, go to inspector.twitch.tv.
Log into the account you are streaming with, to see data related to that account.
Inspector displays a graph of your current and past streams:
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Inspector can be used to diagnose a variety of problems, and it offers confidence in how well a stream is working.
Inspector shows you a bitrate graph of the data you are sending Twitch over time, from the perspective of Twitch.
This helps you diagnose issues caused by your encoder or your connection. The purple line shows you samples
taken from your stream; if the stream is healthy, this should be a somewhat straight line, on average.
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When Inspector detects issues with the transmission in the stream, it displays a red overlay over the parts of the
stream with transmission issues:

This is referred to as “starvation”: Twitch did not receive the expected amount of bits that the encoder advertised it
would send over a certain timeframe. This leads to buffering or downtime for viewers.
Here is an example of a stream which has problems with network setup, causing issues when ingesting to Twitch.
The three red highlights indicate times when the stream was unstable. The graph also indicates that the bitrate did
not vary much. Taken together—unstable stream but reasonably stable bitrate—this indicates that Twitch did not
receive the data the encoder advertised it would send to Twitch, causing the instability (buffering or frame drops)
in the signal. This might occur, for example, due to a congested network.
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For more information on Inspector, open up the tool (https://inspector.twitch.tv) and look at previous streams from
your channel. There also is a Help Guide link in Inspector, which describes how Inspector displays common
errors.

Bandwidth Calculation Example
To calculate the bandwidth needed for your broadcast, add up the bandwidth required by each of your streams
and add 50% for overhead. For example, this broadcast requires a total upstream bandwidth of approximately 37
MB/s:
Stream
channel1_eng
channel2_eng
channel3_ru
channel4_ru
channel5_ch

Resolution
1080p60
1080p30
720p60
720p30
1080p60

Subtotal
Overhead (50%)
Total

Bandwidth Required (kb/s)
6,000
4,500
4,500
4,000
6,000
______
25,000
12,500
______
37,500

If you follow these recommendations and add the overhead as your dedicated bandwidth for streaming, chances
are the event will work without any issues. The overhead is added to compensate for the bitrate fluctuations. You
have to estimate what your other usage is for the games and production on top of this bandwidth to make sure
that that bandwidth is enough if sharing between setups.

Network Recommendations
Recommendation

Notes

Use a dedicated
Internet line/VLAN
to encoding
machines

To introduce redundancy and avoid QoS performance issues with your broadcast, it is
important to secure a dedicated Internet line/VLAN to your encoding machines. Keeping
the encoder network separate will prevents various disruptive effects, including:
● Pollution by other traffic in the venue
● Bandwidth bottlenecks
● DDoS attacks (through shared IP leakage)
● Rogue routers joining the network

Get adequate
bandwidth, to
avoid ISP throttling

ISP throttling often is caused by an ISP/ASN trying to balance and/or prioritize traffic
among data centers. The ISP may limit the total throughput of both down and up traffic
from the client.
Communicate with the providers of your broadcast event and secure enough bandwidth
capacity so your broadcast is not affected at peak times by bitrate control throttling. You
do not want the rate at which you may push encoded bits out to the ISP edge to be
limited; such limits cause lag and starvation to the Twitch ingest system and negatively
impact your viewers.
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Set QoS on the
router

Make sure RTMP port 1935 has a higher priority over other traffic on the VLAN/encoder
network. Depending on the model and manufacturer of the router, access control may
vary. Check with your network engineer about properly setting up QoS on the router and
overall bandwidth.

Use DHCP and
static IPs

When operating in a space where people may connect and disconnect Ethernet or WiFi
devices, it is best to rule out any routers which are not feature rich. Make sure the DHCP
server is properly configured on the router, and assign each encoder a private IP address
on the network.

Do not use WiFi
for broadcasting

Streaming over WiFi is setting your broadcast up for failure.
Due to the latency sensitivity of the RTMP protocol and the unpredictable nature of WiFi,
WiFi usually is the first thing that will fail at an event. Also, remember that you are sharing
spectrum with every other WiFi device in the venue, even if you host your own access
point.

Protect your
network from
DDoS attacks

Do one of the following:
● Host your encoders on a separate IP address from your public computers (like
tournament computers). Public computers are a common source of IP leaks.
● Use a VPN tunnel and route all traffic other than the game ports and RTMP port
(1935) to the VPN. This prevents exposure of your IP address to the public,
without having a negative effect on the game.

OPTIMIZATIONS: WINDOWS
1. CPU “parking” is a energy-saver option from Microsoft; most Intel CPUs have this technology. If you use
a Windows encoder, make sure the CPU is unparked. Follow these instructions to use the disable CPU
core parking utility.

2. CPU power management — Put your system in High Performance mode, to avoid having Windows go
into a power-saving mode.
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3. GPU performance — The GPU should also be set to Maximum performance at all time. Some elements
like the OBS/XSplit Preview screen use the GPU which may throttle if the GPU starts power saving.
For NVIDIA GPUs:

For AMD GPUs:
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4. No sounds — Disable the sound notifications from your system, to avoid unwanted sounds (for example,
the standard Windows audio when a USB device is plugged in) on your stream.
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OPTIMIZATIONS: BIOS
Custom encoders with recommended CPUs offer better H264 encoding quality using the medium/slow presets.
Make sure the BIOS CPU features for “powersave” are turned off and/or if the system is overclocked properly
We recommend that you disable:
●
●

EIST (Enhanced Intel SpeedStep)
Intel C-State (Idle C States)
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